Summer — Fall 2011

New site for fall
convention

Jim Kraatz, center, organizes the Quartet Corner while
Hugo Fuegen (left) voices out a tag

Illinois District opts for another central
Illinois site after severing a third-of-acentury ties with Peoria
by Craig Rigg
You know how routines are. You get used to
doing something twice a year for almost 30 years, and
you soon go on automatic pilot. For Illinois
barbershoppers, every third weekend in April and in September, they'd climb into their cars and point them
toward Peoria. But not this fall.
While the direction was still toward the heart of Illinois, barbershoppers this fall headed to the Twin
Cities of Bloomington/Normal for the semi-annual convention.
The headquarters hotel was at the Double Tree right off I-55. Practically everything was at ground
level, which eased those pesky elevator issues. The layout of the hotel complex featured a large commons
area, which we barbershoppers pretty much appropriated for the weekend, except for the occasional
Pampered Chief, Sensey candle, and thirty-one handbags booths that sprang up on Saturday. There was
even room for Bob Squires’s ever-expanding historical displays, which must be a pain to transport. Someone
was always browsing the photos and learning a little more about from whence we came.
Instead of a convention
bureau, registration was handled
by Illinois barbershoppers,
especially members of the host
city Bloomington Cbapter.
Missing this season was the
Barbershopper's Shoppe. A
private company – Gold Medal
Ideas had been afforded a
nearby room to market their
clothing and music (and cat)
paraphernalia
(www.goldmedalideas.com) but
no BHS gear and music was
available. Sources say that's
because no other chapter had
Registration operations at the Double
volunteered to take on the job
Tree
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(and the percent of the take) to manage the "shop."
With a new location came a district board decision to create more singing activities
other than contest ones. Jim Kraatz organized a group sing right from the get go. Several
men met in a conference room right off the registration area and begin harmonizing in
various corners in groups small and large Even Jim's wife Celia joined in to a quartet.
While holding conventions at Peoria was beginning to get a bit stale (and
significantly more expensive), one big advantage was having a contest site withing a block
or two of the main hotels. Not so at Bloomington. The contest site
was in mid-town Bloomington at the exquisitely maintained
Bloomington Center for the Performing Arts. Imagine a classier,
brighter Shrine Mosque in Peoria and you'll have a pretty good idea
of the layout. But it was several miles from the Double Tree. In
addition, parking was adequate nearby, if you could locate the little
pockets of spaces set aside at the Center.
First up Friday evening was the quartet semifinals. In the
judging pits, the regular six judges were backed up by a number of
candidate judges – six of them. Two were from the Illinois District:
Jim Bostic (Contest Administration) and Greg Caetano
(Presentation) as well as former Illinois quartet man (now in the St.
Louis area) Mark Keever (Singing). Arranger David Wright was part
of the regular panel, and his wife Sandi, a prominent Sweet Adeline
International also participated as a candidate judge. Ray Henders
served as Master of Ceremonies.
Soon to be retiring district champs After Hours kicked off
the singing with an outstanding mike-tester set. Not until the
middle of their second song did the house mikes kick in.
Unfortunately, they set the stage for only 14 quartets, one of
smallest slate of competitors in recent years. With such a small
field, M.C. Ray Henders was at a distinct disadvantage in terms of
working in all of his material. Undaunted, Ray plowed through and
worked more jokes into the wait time between quartets than Henny
Youngman at a Don Rickles roast.
While the facilities of the BCPA were excellent, quartets
entering the stage were hampered by the tight quarters stage right.
Repeatedly, Henders had to scrunch forward against the podium as
each quartet squeezed by. Needless to say, some of the stage entry
choreography (in-step pacing, jogging, storyline) had to be modified.
Several new quartets and reformations of previous
quartets appeared. One of them, Coles County Connection
(eventual Novice Quartet Champions), sang a medley of songs
related to “heart,” each from a different era. Before the second
song, the lead James Stewart, a novice competitor, said that he sung
the song to his new bride on their wedding day six weeks ago. An
audible gasp swelled throughout the house as Tom Woodall flipped
a chart to show a picture of James and his bride and the title of the
song “Heart of My Heart.” Of course, we all thought the gasp came
from James's wife, and thus the sweet moment lent all kinds of
shivery relevance to the song. Sorry to say that the gasp didn't come
from James's wife – she wasn't even in attendance. But some lady
in the audience experienced a magic moment.
After the semis, several conventioneers headed back to the
headquarters hotel to attend the Presidents Reception. Featuring a

Friday President’s Reception Quartets, all
former district quartet
champions

After Hours
Friends
Skyline
Rush Street
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parade of former Illinois District champions, the event was emceed by Don Fuson, who
soon learned how tough a crowd of Illinois barbershoppers can be when it comes to
reacting to jokes. Perhaps he had been dazed by Ray Henders' repertoire. The lineup
consisted of past district champions: Friends (1980), Skyline (2005), Rush Street (2008),
and After Hours (2010).
For the past several years, Tom Woodall has been devising all kinds of quartetting
singing opportunities to get guys together in the empty Saturday morning convention
schedule. Once again, Tom organized the Third Annual Sing with the Champs. Former
quartet champs, each sporting Burger King crowns, milled around in a huge ballroom,
singing with any- and everybody who wanted to strike up a chord. According to Tom, over
20 Illinois chapters had representatives present with over 70 singers in attendance
depending on when the count was taken. Prominent guests, besides the champ quartet
singers, were Jim Bagby, baritone of International Champ Rural Route 4 and Steve Dorn,
a past Illinois District champion. Both were serving as judges for the weekend. Needless
to say, with that many singers in one room all singing different songs in different keys,
trying to stay on your part was a bit challenging, but clearly those who were there and
singing enjoyed the purest of barbershop experiences.
For the past several conventions, the mid-day contest had begun at 11:00 a.m. This
fall, however, quartet finals started at 1:00 p.m. For just about everyone but the judges, this
start time worked out pretty well, leaving opportunities for a leisurely lunch and additional
practice. However, the start time turned out to be a problem for judges, who would have
to work in A&R sessions afterward as well attend a pre-contest meeting and grab a bit to
eat before the 6:30 evening chorus competition.
Don Fuson used his experiences from the
Friday evening President's Reception to supervise
the afternoon contest session. Perenniel competitor
Gadzooks, resplendent in the most colorful outfits
in the contest, served as mike testers. Based on
Friday's first round informal guesstimations, the
leading candidates for the 2011 District Quartet
Champions seemed to be Waldorf Hair Company,
Sound Opportunity, tsunami, and Take Note.
Turns out this was the final placings, with Q'd Up
in fifth place.
Probably the surprise of the contest was
Waldorf Hair Company, a quartet name that must
have some history behind it. Terry Ludwig, Tim
Pashon, Bret Reinthaler, and Craig Ahlgrim hadn't a

One of the Sing with
a Champ quartet, this
one involving Mike
Bagby (left) standing
next to crowned
brother Jim Bagby.
When have you seen
these two singing
together! Now, if we
can only coax Wayne
and David Wright to
get together in a
pickup quartet.

A collection of district champs
(those with the
crowns) and
champs in waiting
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After Hours swan song

Waldorf Hair Company

lot of time to prepare for this contest, given the traveling distances between them combined with Tim and Craig's
earlier focus on the international contest three months earlier. Whether on a lark or with serious competition
expectations, the quartet sang well enough to earn 1799 points, not too far from the cut-off for international
qualification.
After this contest, attendees motored back to the Double Tree for another group sing opportunity. After a
little uncertainty about who was doing what, Bob Cearnal stepped up and started directing a number of Barberpole
Cat songs in the “Pre-Function” area near the registration desk. An estimated 50 or more singers ran through a
number of tunes, with an occsional directing break so that BHS represetative Rick Ashby could wave his arms.
No one has ever accused Bob Cearnal of having a dim bulb. He used the mass sing as an opportunity to recruit
and to rehearse the Joe Barbershop mike-tester chorus for the evening chorus contest.
Way back in the dark ages of district chorus competition, the fall contest would feature 15 choruses vying
for the opportunity for one chorus to represent Illinois at the international level. Ten of those choruses had
earned the right to compete by finishing in the top ten the season before; the other five were “promoted” to the
fall contest after finishing in the top five at the spring preliminary. As a result, the fall contest usually boasted a
long

Sound Opportunity

tsunami

Q’ed Up

Take Note

District Champs Waldorf Hair Company
demonstrate precision synchronized staging

Bloomington No. 1 celebrates its first place finish — Now, they’re on to Portland!

chorus contest with lots of paying registrations. District coffers blossomed in the fall.
Unfortunately, the chorus competitors seem to be following the path of the quartet competitors: only
eight choruses took the stage Saturday night. While the winner would be assured of the right to represent the
district at Portland next summer, any other chorus scoring high enough might get an invitation to complete the
international chorus field. For the last two years, The Sound of Illinois (Bloomington) has been that
representative.
Now, odds on favorite to win the contest was Bloomington: the contest was being held in their city at
their usual performance site; they have become hardened performers on the international stage; they've seen
membership growth with singers who want to experience the challenge of singing at an “A” level traveling to the
chapter from throughout the state; they even boast two men – Terry and Bret – who had just won a quartet
championship, while an all-Bloomington quartet – Sound Opportunity – finished in second place.
However, there was one little “what if” that floated through the air. Northbrook was also in the contest:
A perenniel second-place international chorus for nearly a decade; an eventual international chorus champion; and
a chapter that had invited Jay Giallombardo back as director. Jay had only recently returned to the helm, but
everyone knows what can happen if the right singers, with the right mental attitude, and with the right material all
converge.
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By now, you all know that
Bloomington did indeed repeat at
district chorus champions and as
returning international chorus
representatives. They scored 993
points, a score that as of the end of
October put them in ninth place
internationally (when comparing fall
district scores for representatives).
That's a jump of six places from their
15th place finish at Kansas City. With
a winter to recruit and polish,
Bloomington is in a place to make
some noise at the international level.
But don't count out Northbrook. The chorus finished in second place, but scored 971 points, only 22
points behind Bloomington and with 30 fewer men on stage. Odds are that Northbrook will get an invite to
Portland, and that chapter's history proves they can do the fundraising, recruiting, and rehearsing to show significant
improvement in the next eight months. Quite frankly, the
sound, the precision, and the staging were back on display with
their contest set as well as in their performance afterwards.

New Tradition

Rich Hansen (left) presents Award for
Barbershop Excellence (ABE) trophy
to this year’s honoree Jay Giallombardo

Several awards were presented during the weekend.
Most notable was the Award for Barbershop Excellence (ABE).
This year's recipient is Jay Giallombardo. Jay is one of the
district's and the Society's musical legends – an international
quartet champion, an international chorus director champion, a
superb arranger and coach.
Earning the Ed Wilson Quartet Service Award was Season
Sound from the Chicagoland West Suburban Chapter.
Winning the Seniors Quartet Champions was Take Note who
will also compete at the Mid-Winter Convention for the
international seniors quartet championship.
Winning the Novice Quartet Championship was Coles County
Connection from, where else, Coles County.
The Illinois District Quartet Champions Association (QCA)
selected Floyd Conant as the 2012 Music Man of the Year. This
is the first posthumous award in the QCA history. Accepting
the honor was Floyd's daughter Linda. More information about
Floyd's life and musical contributions will appear next spring.
The Frank Thorne Award went to Bloomington for having the
greatest percentage of chapter members registered for the
convention.
You'll probably be hearing more about plans to take the
convention back to the Peoria area. Gone for sure are our
performances at the Civic Center Auditorium (too costly). The
convention hotel may or may not be the Pere Marquette because
of plans for shutting down the facility to make a major overhaul.
However, the contest will be held at the state-of-the-art Five
Points Convention Center in Washington, Ill., just east across
the river. For certain, conventions in Illinois are going to be
anything but routine in the future, so keep up to date by
consulting the District's webpage for latest developments.
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Pictures
from a
Convention

For more convention photos, go to the
district’s web
site and click
on “Gallery”
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Parts and Partners Party —
Version 3.0
Never underestimate Tom Woodall to come up with variations on a theme. For
the last three summers, Tom has taken on the responsibility of devising ways to get guys
together to sing. Formal classes aren't part of the plan; instead, the emphasis is on getting
the chance to sing with other guys. Hence, the title Parts and Partners Party.
Two years ago, Illinois barbershoppers and their significant others met in Charleston for a day of singing, shopping, sight-seeing, and supping (at the famous Yoder Amish
restaurant in Arthur). Last year, the site was the Starved Rock area. Barbershoppers spent
their day singing while the wives toured the historical sites in the area. Later, all joined
together for a short "cruise" on a canal boat plying the still waters of the Hennepin Illinois
canal. Again, the group joined for an evening meal at a Utica eatery.
Most recently, however, a handful of barbershoppers and their guests headed to
Normal, Illinois. For a day of singing unlike that of recent years. Following, in Tom
Woodall's own words, is an overview of the day's events.

Tim Woodall directs several groups of singers at Parts and Partners Party

Thanks to
those who attended and entered
into the spirit of
the event so nicely.
There were 22
men and 8 women
interacting for six
hours in Normal,
Ill., on August 20 - the 3rd Annual
Parts and Partners
Party. Special
thanks to Daniel
Garcia for his
work with publicity and Doug Ferrier (Bloomington)
who reserved the
Park, provided his
church as a rain
back up, suggested
a great eating spot
for supper and
even though he
was in and out
with his Boy Scout
Troop throughout
the day, found a
way to participate.
Fortunately, we
had great weather.
We had
hardly begun to
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assemble in the Park and Hugo Fuegen was already
teaching a tag to Ron Hawkins, Bob Squires and
Dave Cowin. Early on, husbands and wives introduced themselves and there were several with more
than 50 years of marriage. Then up comes Don and
Mary Hadden, now living in Decatur. He is 82
years of age and they have had 62 years together.
Ever thoughtful, Bob Squires surprised me, with a
nicely framed photo of my very first quartet, The
Sterling Four. They were second in a Rockford
Novice Contest in 1959.
After the ladies left to explore the Eastland
Mall, the men got into some serious modified softball. Two teams were formed on the basis of age.
Interestingly, only four of the 20 guys were under 40
years of age. Each man on each team batted every
inning, getting one swing at the ball pitched by a
friendly teammate. A miss, a foul tip or a ball that
didn't land in one of the pre-designated
"squares" (single, double, triple etc) made the batter
"out." In three innings, the Cubs won the game, 1
to 0, However the Cards had the bases loaded but
couldn't score in the last frame. There was no running, catching or throwing (except underhand pitching the soft, 16-inch ball.)
It wasn't long before the men and women
converged on the old Normal Theater (built in 1937
and now on the Historic Register). Jeff Bowyer and
Tim Woodall sang the melody to "Mexicali Rose"
while the others tried to harmonize to this rarely
heard song.
A randomly selected quartet of "old guys"
certainly sang well. These guys are nearly 300 years old and with 150 years of BS experience Don Hadden, Bob Squires, Don Smit, and Dave Cowin.
When looking for the youngest foursome, we located four Bloomington guys
(Adam, Doug, Tony and Dave). No wonder the Bloomington chorus sings so well with
that youth movement to bolster the old guys.
The guys and gals made a nice mixed choral sound on the "America/God Bless
America" medley.
One of the fun aspects of the party was the skits. Participants were divided into
three groups, all three of which pretended to be appearing in a television special. One
group did a PBS program on barbershop and items that might be found in the home of a
barbershop singer: an electronic metronome, a wall hanging of "My Wild Irish Rose," ear
plugs for family members who don't care to listen to the struggling quartet practice, a set of
false teeth (like Freddie King once used), a bottle of "Instant Voice" (for tired and congested throats) and a good old fashioned SPEBSQSA scarf. Of course the fun was listening to
the participants describe the items.
Another group did a TV sales pitch, trying to solicit funds to help the IDAH account in Illinois. These folks had the unenviable task of trying to sell these items: after
shave lotion, nasal hair remover, hair coloring dye, Lush Bath Soap (from Marshall Fields),
Athletes Foot Ointment, Renew Skin Cream and a bottle of perfume (Roses of Morn). The
participants sang the song "Sweet Roses of Morn" to increase the believability of the product.

Tom Woodall, coordinator of the Parts
and Partners Party
concept, holds a
framed photo of his
very first quartet
back in 1959 — The

Sterling Four
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The final skit was an interesting version of the Antique Road Show. Autograph items
from famous people were presented and the evaluator decided the worth of each items: an
autographed pair of inverted and padded Lance Armstrong bike racing shorts; the horn belonged to the great NASCAR Driver, Jimmy Johnson, though he probably was not too effective in moving other drivers out of the way with this horn; a can of Play Dough autographed
by Bernie Madoff; a baseball autographed by Albert Pujols, but upon further quizzing; a kitchen utensil autographed by Martha Stewart, but Jim Roll admitted he had been using it as a
practice microphone as he reviewed his songs at home; boxer shorts proclaiming "I¹m too
sexy for my shorts" thought not autographed.
There was more singing (sight reading intervals) and guessing the names of songs after
reading the opening verse. Numerous photos of past quartet greats provided an opportunity
for the trivia historians to show their stuff. To close the program in the theater an old video
of FRED was shown the year they won the International. Indeed, they had great "timing."
The evening meal was held at Ming's Buffet. The food was great, but as singers, we
enjoyed surprising a13-year-old boy with "Happy Birthday."
There you have, from the inimitable Tom Woodall. Stay wired to see what he cooks
up for next year for the 4th Annual Parts and Partners Party. Odds are it won’t be in Charleston or Starved Rock or Bloomington.
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Vikings
invade
Chicagoland
a harmonious visit
from Swedish singers
Usually, when the Vikings
come to Chicago, people whip out
the blue and orange paraphernalia,
slap on a silly Mike Ditka moustache, and break out the brats and
Old Style. But during the middle
of September, a different kind of Viking invasion swept through the Chicagoland area. About 25
male Swedes -- members of the Swedish barbershop chapter the Vocal Vikings -- and their significant others flew into Chicago for a week-long tour
through the upper Midwest.
One of the chorus's stops was at the Des
Plaines Elks Club for a special reception hosted by
the Northbrook Chapter. Other stops for the group
included the Chicago Historical Society; the Willis
Tower; Rockford; Little Norway, St. Croix, Wis.; and
other venues. The Vikings was one of the first affiliate chapters to appear on the international stage
in chorus competition. They endeared themselves
to the audience at one early contest by parodying a
Jay Giallombardo arrangement -- "You Gotta Be a
Viking Hero." Later in the evening, Viking director
Gunnar Neidenmark told about appearing in a quartet and delighting the crowd with "You Don't Have
To Be from Dixie to Sing a Dixie Song."
Northbrook's Will Gertig, who was unable to attend the event in Des Plaines, helped arrange the reception so that the Vikings and some of the New Tradition Chorus members could
join voices in song. In his place, Don Meseth coordinated the registration and acted as de facto
Master of Ceremonies.
Several impromptu quartets formed, combining voices from both
sides of the Atlantic.
Gadzooks, the only officially organized quartet
also sang several numbers.
And both choruses also
presented several numbers. One highlight of the
evening involved an invitation for barbershoppers
from the Chicago area to
join voices for "Java Jive."
Half way through the
song, a couple of men
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from the Vikings stepped in to sing, followed by more and more Vikings until the entire
front area of the hall was filled with universal barbershoppers blending voices.
That's the kind of evening it was: spontaneous, unrehearsed, jovial, and crosscultural (several songs in Swedish). For more photos of the event, go to the district gallery.

Jay Giallombardo (left), director of the Northbrook New Tradition, Gunnar Neidenmark (center),
director of the Vocal Vikings; and Bo Nyberg (right), president of the Vocal Vikings

Maria and Don Meseth, hosts of the Vocal Vikings visit at the Des Plaines Elks Club
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Sterling-Rock Falls pays
tribute to a legend
Ken Hines celebrates a long barbershopping career
Every community has that one individual
whom everyone admires and respects: a doer, a positive role model, a community asset who helps to
make the town a better place to live. For the residents of Sterling-Rock Falls, that person is Ken
Hines.
To honor him, on May 14, the Sterling-Rock
Falls Chapter dedicated their 60th Annual Show to
this barbershop legend. Ken was the first official
director of the chapter chorus over 60 years ago, and
he himself is a 60-year member of the Barbershop
Harmony Society. Tim Pashon, Wayne Wright, and
Kevin O'Keefe shared directing duties on the show,
but they also managed to set aside some time for
Ken to direct a couple of songs from the past.
Tom Woodall was invited to emcee the show
and had this to say about his return to the Rock River area:
Batman Visits ... Again
Some 35 years ago, I was invited to MC a SterlingRock Falls show. It occurred on April 1 (April Fool's Day)
and I wanted to surprise Kenny Hines. For several months in
advance of the show, some of my friends (who lived all over the
United States) sent short notes to Ken, always finishing with
"Batman is Coming." They said nothing about the upcoming
show and they didn't sign the notes, but the postmarks on the
envelopes (Seattle, Dallas, Boston, etc.) were driving Ken crazy.
On the night of the show, Ken was to direct the finale
"Keep America Singing," but the chorus had been asked
(top)
NOT to sing when he started to direct. Twice, Ken tried to get them to sing, but nothing happened. Then,
Ken Hines and some
from off stage, came a 6'2", 275 lb man, wearing long underwear (dyed blue), a cape and a mask. He
of his family quarpushed the confused Ken out of the way and directed the final song. You could see Ken's eyes rolling around tetting on the Sterling
as he realized that this was what all the letters were about. Batman had indeed arrived.
-Rock Falls show
When I was asked to MC this 60th Annual Show, I vowed to get something of Batman on the
(bottom)
Ken waves farewell
show. I¹m not sure if it surprised Ken, but we had fun. Knowing that several of his close friends would be
after directing the
attending, we planed to sing parody words to the tune "Honey/Little Lize Medley" -- "Oh, Kenny, KenSterling
Rock Falls
ny, bless your heart, been ringing chords for 60 years ..."
Chorus,
Vocal
SpecDressed in dark bed sheet and masks, everyone was shocked (it was not in the printed program)
trum,
family,
friends
when the curtain opened and these men (we call ourselves the BBB -- Batman Barbershop Brigade) apand fellow barberpeared.
shoppers for the
To finish the bit, Lyle Dirks (long time auctioneer) auctioned off Kenny. We all bid high and finshow’s finale
ished with the tag "Kenny that we love so well."
Highlight of the evening came when members of Ken's family from throughout the United States
came on stage to sing with Ken. Son Chris from California, other son Doug from Texas, and sister Norma
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from Alaska, joined with daughter Jo
Ellen from Rock Falls. From the performance on stage, one can only image the
family singing that went on over the decades in the Hines household. Watching
the family perform before a warm and
receptive audience simply reinforced how
special this reunion/tribute show was.
Oh, did we mention that
some quartet known as Vocal
Spectrum also happened to be on
the show.
Since the show had begun
at the unusual hour of 4:00 p.m,
the chapter hosted a full-meal Afterglow at the Rock River Country
Club. The crowd spilled over into
the adjoining bar as tickets quickly
sold out and the event became
SRO. Clearly, the community was
not quite ready to end a once-in-alifetime evening. A parade of
quartets, including 2010 district
champions After Hours entertained the packed house, who
were all eagerly anticipating a second round of songs from Vocal
Spectrum. Highlight of their performance was a reprise of the Beach Boys' stratospherically pitched "Good Vibrations," upon which tenor Tim Waurick nearly blew out his vocal
cords.
One last surprise was in store: Near the end of the Afterglow, Tom Woodall presented Ken with a clock memento. It featured four photographs of important barbershopping events in Ken's career.
One was The Lyrics (1961
Sweet Adeline champions,
whom Ken had coached);
The Remnants Quartet
(an early Sterling-Rock
Falls quartet); the Illinois
District Award for Barbershop Excellence (A.B.E.);
The Common Bond
Quartet featuring Ken, his
sons Chris and Doug, and
Bob Seaburg.
All of the men of
the Sterling-Rock Falls
Chapter as well as members
of their community are to
be commended for honoring a genuine barbershop

Ken Hines (left) receives a commemorative clock from Tom
Woodall in recognition
of his more than 60
years of barbershopping
experiences

Hines (left) with
Illinois District
officials Bob
Squires (center)
and Joe Sullivan
(right)

Random notes from a delayed webcast
of the Kansas City convention
by Craig Rigg
Except for St. Louis or Indianapolis, I'll never have the chance to attend an international convention any closer than Kansas City. But wouldn't you know it, the relatively
short five-hour drive was out of the question this year. So, I opted for the next best
thing — a webcast. Not the live, real time, but the delayed broadcast one. Let me tell you,
if you can't get to the contests, watching it on-line is just about as good.
Based on viewing what I wanted, when I wanted, herewith are some comments
about the "staycation" version of an international convention.
First, there's no way to get a sense of the Kansas City barbeque, or the jazz, or the
heat, or the crowds, or the merchandise, or the impromptu singing, or the shopping, or the
restaurants, or the ..., oh, well, you get the picture. Nothing can take the place of a convention like being there. But when it comes to the singing, the screen viewed from the comfort of my home is the best seat in the house, especially since had I attended the K.C. convention, I would have had to watch the big screens in the arena to follow what's on stage.
There were no Illinois District judges on this year's international panel, but Bloomington's Don Leonard served as one of the contest administrators and got to do some announcing from the podium. As expected, Bob Cearnal was again invited to emcee one of
the contest sets. His helicopter gyrations to wind up the crowd before a competitor takes
stage have become the barbershop equivalent of a baseball announcer's signature home run
call — “Back, back, back, back, back …” “It might be. It could be. It is!”
A few words about the technical presentation: The long, long, long pre-game show
"chats" with hosts Brian Philbin, Debbie Cleveland, and Bob Hartley got rather … long.
While, the studio portion of the broadcast kept the images and voices in sync, but several
times on stage the images and voices were out-of-sync, sort of like watching a "chop socky"
kung-fu movie. Back in the studio set, the chats with the competitors were enjoyable except for the quick cut-aways to return to the stage for the next competitors. Many of the
conversations about coaching, rehearsing, song selections, etc., were cut short. The most
overused word in the broadcasts -- SHOUT-OUT! I hearby declare that this word should
be banned from the English language.
In the college quartet contest, Prestige, gave a slick, mature performance and
scored at average 81.4. They were second last year. The Illinois District's After Hours finished third with an average score of 78.5. But here's the rest of the story. After Hours
performed the same two numbers in the first round of the regular contest and scored an
average 82.0. In other words, After Hours would have won the Collegiate Quartet contest
had they performed the songs the way they did the next evening in the regular quartet finals. These guys are that good. They were was one point out of finishing in 15th place out
of a total 4970 points.
Most frequently sung songs: "Stormy Weather" and "One More for the Road."
Other unusual song choices: Voce's "Is You Is or Is You Ain't My Baby". Chameleon's
version of Herman's Hermits "(Something Tells Me) I'm into Something Good". GQ's
version of Bobby Vee's "The Night Has a Thousand Eyes". Round Midnight's scoring
penalty on their version of Billy Joel's "New York State of Mind". Seniors Quartet Voices
Unlimited's version of Paul Anka's "And They Called It Puppy Love." With all this effort
to find more contemporary songs, is it any wonder Old School chose that moniker for a
quartet name.
Main Street -- a composite of Dapper Dan performers at Disney World -- did a
lot of talking, incorporated rather intricate synchronized tap dance routines as rhythmic
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enhancement along with equally intricate hat gymnastics. But what would you expect if
Tony DeRosa were your lead?
We spotted former Quincy singer Brian Jones singing baritone in the Evergreen
District quartet Quadrophonics.
Favorite son quartet 3 Men and a Melody featured a new tenor and opted out of
Michael Jackson's "ABC." They finally realized the judges just don’t like the song.
The new heart-throbs Musical Island Boys led off with a "Once Upon a Time"
standard arrangement, but super-standard performance. They followed that with a supersexy "Who's Lovin' You." If this performance ever gets shown on the new Comcast offering, censors just might need to do some pixilating. Just sayin'.
One can only hope that the Society is wise enough to include Lunch Break's
songs on the DVD. Any quartet that can violate rules and drag 40 other quartet men on
state -- again, even if it's against the contest rules -- and craft some of the most ridiculous
lyrical machinations deserves a medal of some kind. I had to run that video several times,
just to make sense out of the Old MacDonald's routine.
Ok, Storm Front's gone, and finally so is Old School (with former Illinoisian Joe
Krones on bass). Each presents radically different approaches to the barbershop style.
One can only guess what the Portland quartet contest will be like with Musical Island
Boys and Sweden's Ringmasters (should they manage to attend) battling it out for the
new barbershop image. It surely ain't your father's barbershop!
The choruses just keep separating themselves from the rest of us, don't they. It's
sort of like the economic situation: there's the super-rich one percent who gather in all the
youth and the talent, and then there's the rest of us. Where to begin with comments. For
me, the most provocative performance had to be the one by the Wellington, New Zealand
Vocal FX chorus. With a most attractive slinky red-dress clad Charlotte Murray as director, with Broadway show choregraphy, with super-suggestive Dancing with the Stars interaction between the female director and her young, virile chorus--well, we had to watch that
performance a couple of times too. Be sure you catch it on the DVD, if the Society dares
to include it.
Kentucky Vocal Union did an incredible amount of dancing.
Toronto’s Northern Lights set up a story within a story with an on-going pantomine taking place stage left. For those of us viewing the webcast, we had to suffer through a
frantic video director's switching back and forth between the pantomime and the chorus
performance. Unfortunatley, the video focus seemed more on the pantomime than on the
chorus.
Denver's Sound of the Rockies chorus tied for third with Toronto with some neat
parodies and comedy. But what would you expect with most of the Storm Front quartet,
including baritone Darin Drown as director, in the chorus.
Bloomington made a significant jump to 15th place with a poignant "Just a Kid
Named Joe" number featuring After Hours lead Ben Harding as a down-on-his-luck newsboy, followed by an energetic Oliver medley.
It was hard to bet against Masters of Harmony with Mark Hale directing. They're
becoming one of the mega-choruses that seems to have a lock on the every third year
championship appearance. Equally as impressive was the Westminster Chorus swan-song
performance. When you consider how closely bound these two chapters and choruses are,
what with a significant number of men singing in both choruses, you could safely say that
the Far Western district had become the tonal center for barbershopping.
Bottom line -- If you can't be at the convention and contests, pay for the delayed
broadcasts. It'll be the best barbershopping money you spend.
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South Side Chicago barbershoppers
sing for WWII vets
submitted by Greg Gray
On July 20, 14 barbershoppers from five chapters met at Chicago’s Midway Airport to
welcome 96 WWII veterans on their return from Washington, D.C. Honor Flights Chicago
arranged for them to see the WWII Memorial and other sites, and the Chicago area singers
were part of the welcome home event.
More than 1,500 people crammed into the baggage claim area at Chicago Midway Airport
and sang “God Bless America” over and over again as the veterans paraded by. Each was
accompanied by a family member and a helper. It was a long day for the veterans, most in
wheelchairs but a few still walking spryly. Most were smiling, some through tears, and some
sang along. One vet stopped to direct the group!

Pictured from left: Paul Palmer, Jim Bicek, Emil Marquotte, Joe Muraida (his uncle was one
of the vets), Rich Davidson, Bill McKnight, Dick Hess, Bob Tuohy, Frank Fabian, Jay
Bentz, Ed Thornton, Ken Witowski, Al Munike, Tony Mehoc
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Historically speaking —
about Preservation
Bob Squires, Historian
2709 Canyon Drive
Plainfield, IL 60586
(815) 347-2985 C
The position of district historian has been held by many individuals through the
years. Tom Watts, Joseph Schlesinger, Warren Royer, Jack Baird and Jim Vliet, to name
just a few.
As your current district historian, I have found that the position has afforded an
opportunity for me to gain a greater admiration and respect for barbershopping in the
Illinois district and, more importantly, the contributions of the many individuals who have
volunteered their time and energy into making the Illinois district what it is today.
After almost 70 years, the district has accumulated a virtual treasure trove of items
of historical and personal value. Most of these
items are now stored in the district archives and,
like items of historical significance, are used for
various purposes.
The archives contain items that have been
donated by individual barbershoppers, district
chapters and the families of our departed members.
Many of these items have been organized and used
for display at our spring and fall conventions. As
you might guess, the majority of the items in the
archives are used for research purposes. As the
“curator” of the district archives, I often receive
phone calls or emails with questions about past
district events, individuals who have played an
important part in the development of our district,
district and international quartet and chorus
champions, or simply requests from sons, daughters
and grandchildren of past district members who
have questions about their past loved ones or to
make donations to our archives. Of course many
of these situations also come with interesting stories
which would be too numerous to mention here.
We’ll save those stories for another article on down
the road.
As members of the Illinois district, you
should know that the contents of our archives
belong to you, the member. I’m only the caretaker.
Included with this article are several photos of the
interior of the storage area which is located in Crest
Hill, Illinois We have available for your access,
district contest recordings that currently go back to
the late 1960’s These recordings have been
preserved from old reel-to-reel magnetic tape onto
a CD format. Countless hours of transcribing have
been done through the volunteer efforts of people

Images of the Illinois District historical archives
storage area,
maintained by
Bob Squires
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like Frank Fabian, Carl Missele, Morris Huck, Scott Wetle, Bill Kilbourne and Lynn
Hauldren.
Along with these recordings are many years of quartet and chorus contest
photographs. These photographs have been preserved and protected in preservative
binders. We also have albums of many early quartets, all of our district quartet champions,
1943 to the present, and photos of many of our early district leaders and other individuals.
The facility is also used to store minutes of past board meetings, past issues of the Attacks
& Releases, and the Society’s Harmonizers, iternational quartet champions, the CABC board
minutes and past issues of the CABC “Songbird” to list just a few collections. Attempts
have also been made to provide brief literary and photographic histories of every chapter
that once existed in our district…past and present. If your chapter would like to add to this
collection please let me know.
If you, or anyone you know, have any items or materials that relate to our Illinois
district barbershop history, and if there is a possibility that they could be donated to the
archives, please contact me at the address and number below. If you have any questions
about materials stored in the archives, please don’t hesitate to contact me. Thanks for all of
your past and continued support of the district historical archives.

Lake County hosts area bash
by Syl Wetle
While our THIRD annual Inter-chapter may have been a little light on numbers, it
proved to be one that was exciting and fun-filled. Thanks to Charlie for detailing and MC,
thanks to Gary and Tom for being our gate keepers, thanks to Rob for riser hauling and
thanks to Bob or his opening song fest!
Seems that it turned into the battle of the “Sentimental Journey(s).” With Elgin
kicking off the musical journey, Northbrook felt it only honorable to add to the journey.
Of course the Brotherhood of Harmony, under the direction of Don had to have the last
word. Our only quartet of the night, Mood Makers could have had a shot at the journey
but opted to entertain with a other numbers!
Thanks to the Elgin Chapter who came on strong with their entire chapter, and to
Northbrook Chapter with a delegation of a dozen or so — it was a great evening. A few
faces from West Towns s well.
One of our Friendship Village regular visiting couples were there celebrating their
62nd anniversary, and it gave all of us an opportunity to honor them as well.
When the BOH finished their set, it was “Let’s see what the rest of guests know?”
and build the risers. From “American The Beautiful” with the overlay to “When There’s
Love At Home,” to “Precious Lord” and closing with “Irish Blessing.” By the last number,
the risers were FULL to capacity. What a great night. I’m sure that the board will start
plans earlier for next year’s event so that it will be bigger and better than ever.
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Help Wanted
Be A Part Of Our Illinois Quartet History!
Want your name and your quartet to go down in Barbershop history? Check out the list below
and see if your quartet (s) name is on the "picture wanted" list. The list contains quartets that were registered or un-registered that sang and were active in the 1980's. Our Society's 75-year anniversary is coming
up in 2013 and Bob Squires has a place for your quartet picture in our district pictorial history.
Send Bob an 8 X 10 (or something close to that) photo of our quartet (s) and please include the
quartet name, the chapter(s) they represented, the names of the individuals and the date of the picture.
Send to Bob Squires; 2709 Canyon Drive; Plainfield, IL 60586.
Local Tones
Pontiac
Captains Quarters
Champaign-Urbana
Credit Union
Carbondale
McClean County Chord Company Bloomington
The Gentry
Coles County
Flash Chordin
?????
Juke Box Story
?????
Hometown Harmony
?????
Champaign Edition
Champaign-Urbana
Implied Harmony
Belleville
Sheriffs Posse
Peoria
Watch City Four
Elgin
Shawnee National Foresters Harrisburg
What Are We Waiting Four ?????
Harmony Brigade
Sterling-Rock Falls
Sound Choice
Bloomington/Pontiac
Vermillion-Aires
Danville
Grand Marquis
Harrisburg
Kentucky Transfer
Carbondale
Return To Harmony
North Shore
Flipside
South Cook
Heritage Of Harmony
Lake County
Chromachords
Springfield

Weichman-Friese-Rooker-DeBord
Grady-Chew-Muir-Griebel
Coon-Anderson-Kohlenberger-Owen
Finger-Spencer Aldridge-McCall
Lawson-McMorris-Williams-Leathers
Barbour-Sprinkel-Bentz-O'Connor
?????
?????
Terhune-Simmons-Walund-Thompson
Agre-Wade-Sitze-Kilborne
Brink-Mauschbaugh-Borwick-Linder
Pilcher-Bosserman-Swenson-Crocket
J. Alvey-McGrew-Bule-L. Alvey
?????
German-Wolfe-Shontz-Smith
Wilkins-Spencer-Aldridge-Hawbecker
R. Haines-S. Haines-Buxton-Nortker
Walter-A. Alvey-J. Alvey-Walter
Walker-Fowler-Morris-Polk
Robbins-Sotos-Meyer-Casaletto
Halbig-Brown-Kennard-K. Keever
Lauret-Sage-Brown-Tweed
Wessel-Strom-Scheffler-Helton
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Plateau awards system made easy
by Bob Squires
Since the completion of our spring convention I have had many questions asked
about our program of awards for chorus plateaus. I would hope that everyone would take a
moment to read further and, hopefully, clear up many of the questions and concerns the
average member has been asking about how the system works.
First some history. Previous to our current system of scoring-based plateaus, the
Illinois District and the BHS were all using a membership based plateau system. That system
placed chapters into one of three plateaus based on their chapter membership as of
December 31 of the current year. Plateau 3-A included chapters with memberships from 75
and above. Plateau 2-A included memberships of 41 to 74, and plateau 1-A were those
chapters with 40 members and below.
In the early 2000s chapter membership throughout the Society was dropping at a
drastic rate and the membership plateau system did not provide chapter incentive to those
chapters with decreasing membership.
In March of 2002, I presented a proposal to our district board similar to a plateau
system used in the Sunshine district. That system used an average of past raw contest scores
as the basis for placing chapters in one of five different plateaus, 5-A through 1-A. That
proposal allowed any chorus, regardless of membership size, to compete against choruses of
the same scoring ability. The emphasis was placed on musical ability rather than man power.
This proposal was approved by our district board and the new system was first put
into affect for our Fall 2002 chorus contest. The board specified that the new system would
have a trial period of two years or four contests. In the Fall of 2004 the system attained a
permanent status. With the inception of the revised chorus contest format in 2007, the
scoring based plateau system has been used only for our spring chorus contests.
Today: Between each chorus contest new scoring information is entered into the
master data base and new averages are created for the upcoming chorus contest. As choruses
improve their musical and performing skills from contest to contest, it is possible for
chapters to move up into a new scoring level plateau. With each upward move comes new
challenges, as those chapters now are competing against chapters who have lager scoring
averages.
The opposite is true of choruses that, for whatever reason, experience weaker musical
skills and their contest performance levels decrease from contest to contest. Experiencing
these lower scoring results would, in turn, lower their scoring average and could move the
chorus to a lower scoring level. Regardless of the plateau, each chapter knows going into
each new contest, that they will be competing against choruses of similar scoring levels and
abilities.
At the end of this article you will find the newly revised scoring level plateaus that will
be used for our spring, 2012 contest. Please take note of those choruses placed in the 1-A
Plateau. Those 15 choruses consist of almost half of our entire district chapters who are
eligible to compete on the district level. Many of those chapters have not been in
competition in over five years. A few of those chapters have not been on a district
competition stage in well over 10 years.
It is hoped that the scoring based plateau program would provide an incentive for
those 15 chapters to make the trip to our district conventions and perform for our audiences
against those other 14 chapters. Realizing that some of the members of those chapters have
never taken part in one of our district contests, let alone attend a district convention, it is the
hope of your district board that programs such as the district small chorus award and the
plateau scoring system will provide an incentive for every chapter in the district to attend our
conventions and enjoy the thrill of performing for our friendly audiences.

See next page for
list of chapters and
their new plateaus
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Revised Plateaus — Spring 2012
5-A
Bloomington
Chicagoland West Suburban
Northbrook
4-A
Belleville
Coles County
Lake County
3-A
Aurora
Elgin
Springfield
Sterling-Rock Falls
2-A
Bureau County
Carbondale
Chicago Metro
DuPage Valley
Kankakee
Greater Rockford
South Cook
1-A
Arlington Heights
Champaign-Urbana
Chicago #1
Collinsville
Danville
Decatur
Harrisburg
Joliet
Kishwaukee Valley
Macomb
Peoria
Quincy
Rock Island
Sandoval
Waterloo
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